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ABSTRACT
Physical clusters of co-regulated, but apparently
functionally unrelated, genes are present in many
genomes. Despite the important implication that the
genomic environment contributes appreciably to
the regulation of gene expression, no simple statistical method has been described to identify physical
clusters of co-regulated genes. Here we report the
development of a model that allows the direct calculation of the signi®cance of such clusters. We have
implemented the derived statistical relation in a software program, Pyxis, and have analyzed a selection
of Saccharomyces cerevisiae gene expression
microarray data sets. We have identi®ed many gene
clusters where constituent genes exhibited a regulatory dependence on proteins previously implicated
in chromatin structure. Speci®cally, we found that
Tup1p-dependent gene domains were enriched
close to telomeres, which suggested a new role for
Tup1p in telomere silencing. In addition, we identi®ed Sir2p-, Sir3p- and Sir4p-dependent clusters,
which suggested the presence of Sir-mediated
heterochromatin in previously unidenti®ed regions
of the yeast genome. We also showed the presence
of Sir4p-dependent gene clusters bordering the
HMRa heterothallic locus, which suggested leaky
termination of the heterochromatin by the boundary
elements. These results demonstrate the utility of
Pyxis in identifying possible higher order genomic
features that may contribute to gene regulation in
extended domains.
INTRODUCTION
There is considerable evidence that many eukaryotic genes are
not isolated regulatory units responding only to the presence
of regulatory proteins bound to the local promoter, but are

responsive to regulatory mechanisms that affect tens or
hundreds of kilobases (1±5). Examples of such extended
regulatory domains include the bithorax complex in
Drosophila (6), the silent mating type loci in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (7), extensive regions of the inactivated mammalian X chromosome (8) and the b-globin gene locus in chicken
erythrocytes (9). Although telomere-proximal regions in
S.cerevisiae are not, strictly speaking, regulatory, genes that
are located within regions close to chromosome ends are
silenced in a coordinated fashion (10). In most cases, these
domains are related to extensive specialized chromatin
structures encompassing the domain.
The effect of chromatin on transcriptional regulation is well
documented (11). Repressive chromatin structures were
shown to contain core histones that were covalently modi®ed
at speci®c amino acid residues (9). The precise pattern of
modi®cations, including acetylation, methylation and phosphorylation (12), facilitated the structural stability of the
repressive heterochromatin and were recognized by nonchromatin proteins, including HP1 in Drosophila (13) and the
Sir proteins or Tup1p in S.cerevisiae (12), which were then
recruited to local regions of the chromatin and contributed to a
state of transcriptional silencing in a domain (14).
The widespread application of whole-genome technologies,
particularly gene expression microarrays, has allowed the
identi®cation of physical groups or clusters of genes that were
co-regulated. Two approaches have been reported to calculate
the statistical signi®cance of such physical clusters of coregulated genes. The ®rst involved determination of the
frequency of appearance of clusters of genes in randomly
generated sample sets composed of the same total number of
genes as the experimental set (3±5). The de®nition of what
constituted a putative cluster, and therefore the property of the
cluster that was compared to the random data set, differed
among studies. Kim and colleagues de®ned clusters as groups
of at least two genes with translation start positions within
10 kb and identi®ed numerous clusters of genes that were coregulated in the muscle tissue of L1 Caenorhabditis elegans
larvae (3). In a similar approach, clusters were de®ned by
grouping genes within a given maximum distance and
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Software development

Pyxis was developed in Java and compiled with JBuilder
version 9.0 (Borland Software Corp., Scotts Valley, CA),
making use of the Java 2 runtime environment version
1.4.0_01 (http://java.sun.com) and utilizing libraries of the
Java 2 Software Development Kit Standard Edition version
1.4.0_01 (http://java.sun.com) on the Windows XP operating
system platform (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA). The
mySQL server version 4.0 (http://www.mysql.org) was used
to manage database queries. The dynamic web pages used in
the Java Server Page framework were developed in
Dreamweaver version MX (Macromedia Inc., San Francisco,
CA). The web application was tested using the Apache
Tomcat version 4.1.27 web server (http://jakarta.apache.org/
tomcat). All binaries and program code ®les are available
freely for academic use from http://www.bioinformatics.uct.
ac.za/pyxis.
Statistical analyses of telomeric enrichment
The statistical signi®cance of the enrichment of Tup1pdependent gene clusters overlapping with the terminal 20 kb
of each chromosome was calculated from the product of the
probabilities of ®nding a telomeric location for the observed e
number of clusters from a total of t clusters for each
chromosome, n, from a total of N chromosomes. This was
given by
ÕNn = 1(peqt ± etCe),
where p represents the probability of a telomeric location for a
cluster and is given by R/(L/2 ± R), where R is the maximum
allowed distance from the telomere end (20 kb) and L is the
length of the chromosome. The parameter q represents the
probability of a non-telomeric location for a cluster (= 1 ± p).
The term tCe is the binomial coef®cient, with e < 2, since each
chromosome has a maximum of two telomeric ends, and t is
the total number of observed gene clusters on chromosome n.
Removal of recently duplicated genes from cluster sets
A homology matrix of the genomic sequences of all
S.cerevisiae ORFs was calculated using the BLAST algorithm
(16). Possible homologs or recently duplicated copies of every
ORF in an assigned cluster were identi®ed in this matrix by
entries with E values of 10±10 or less (17). Any such identi®ed
homologous pair or group in a cluster was removed from
the cluster and the cluster signi®cance recalculated. The
homology matrix of E values can be downloaded from http://
www.bioinformatics.uct.ac.za. Where noted, promoter sequences were analyzed for known sequence motifs or transcription
factor binding sites with AlignAce (http://atlas.med.harvard.
edu) and DNAssist (http://www.dnassist.org), respectively.
RESULTS
A statistical model to calculate the signi®cance of
physical gene clustering
In order to derive a rigorous model to describe the statistical
signi®cance of physical clusters of genes on a chromosome,
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extensive clustering of up-regulated genes was shown in
senescent human mammary epithelial cells and in human
®broblasts (5). In a slight modi®cation to this approach,
Spellman and Rubin identi®ed clusters by comparing the
average pair-wise Pearson correlation of gene expression in a
sliding 10 gene window with that obtained in a random data
set (4) and reported the presence of extensive clusters of
functionally unrelated genes in Drosophila.
The second type of approach to determine cluster signi®cance made use of a binomial distribution. In an analysis of the
median level of gene expression along each of the 23 human
chromosomes, clusters were de®ned by groups of genes with
an average expression level four times that of the genomic
average in consecutive settings of a window. The numerical
signi®cance of such clusters was approximated from a
binomial distribution and revealed the presence of distinct
regions of highly expressed genes on all human chromosomes
(15). A cumulative binomial distribution was used in a study
by Church and colleagues who showed that correlated levels
of expression occurred more often for adjacent genes during
the S.cerevisiae cell cycle than expected by random chance
(1). These pairs of co-regulated genes, which often belonged
to the same functional category, infrequently contained
identical promoter elements, which suggested a regulatory
domain effect, possibly an extended in¯uence of activators
within a region of open chromatin (1). Genes that were
associated with hematopoietic stem cell proliferation in mice
were present on chromosome 11 more often than expected
from a random distribution of such genes and appeared in
three clusters of between 7 and 22 cM containing from 6 to 11
genes (2). The statistical signi®cance of these clusters was,
however, not reported (2).
These studies clearly illustrate that eukaryotic genes are
often not strictly regulated as independent, isolated units, but
that the expression of one gene may in¯uence the level of
expression of its neighbors. It is therefore clear that an analysis
of regulatory pathways of gene expression cannot simply
concentrate on the distribution and presence of DNA ciselements bound by transcriptional activators and repressors at
local promoters, but must also consider less discriminate
regulatory mechanisms. The identi®cation of clusters of coregulated genes in genomes is therefore a very useful way to
locate domains of linked regulation and will allow the study of
the mechanistic aspects of extended, general transcriptional
control within such domains.
No bioinformatics tool is generally available that allows the
analysis of whole genomes for physical gene clustering and
that can calculate the statistical signi®cance of any identi®ed
putative clusters. In this study, we develop a rigorous method
from the ®rst principles of probability theory that allowed the
direct calculation of the statistical signi®cance of observed
physical gene clusters. We report the implementation of our
method in Pyxis, a web-based software program that allowed
the identi®cation of putative gene clusters at a chosen
stringency and that calculated the signi®cance of the identi®ed
gene clusters. We ®nally show the application of Pyxis to
public microarray data sets and demonstrate the presence
of previously unidenti®ed Tup1p- and Sir2p/Sir3p/Sir4pdependent physical clusters of co-regulated genes in the
S.cerevisiae genome.
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p(3,4) = (wCg)/(nCr),

2

Figure 1. Matrix of combinations. (A) The full sample space, consisting of
all possible combinations, for the distribution of three objects among ®ve
possible settings. (B) All possible combinations of three objects among four
settings. The objects are represented by the grey squares.

we started from the ®rst principles of probability theory. When
performing a gene expression microarray study, only genes
conforming to a minimum signi®cance requirement are used
in the subsequent analysis of the data set. If we speci®ed that r
genes from such a data set appeared on a chromosome and that
the chromosomal location was independent of expression,
then there are nCr possible combinations in which the r genes
can appear on a chromosome composed of n genes, as given
by equation 1.
nCr = n!/[(n ± r)!r!]

1

Solving equation 1 in an illustrative case where r = 3 and n = 5,
shows that there are 10 possible combinations, representing
the entire sample space, of three induced genes on a
chromosome composed of ®ve genes, as shown in Figure 1A.
A physical cluster of genes is generally understood to mean
that genes within a limited range or window conform to a test
condition. If we are interested in identifying clusters of coregulated genes, we need to compute the chance of seeing a
given number of up-regulated (or down-regulated) genes
within a window composed of a chosen number of genes. For
instance, if we are interested in determining the signi®cance of
a cluster composed of three induced genes in a window that is
four genes wide (a 3,4 cluster), a visual inspection of Figure 1A
reveals that such a cluster will be present 40% of the time in
each of the two possible settings of a four gene window. In any
one setting, the four instances of three genes appearing in a
four gene window is composed of all possible combinations,
which, in the general case, is given by wCg, where w
represents the width of the window and g the number of genes
within the window (Fig. 1B). Although it immediately appears
that the probability of ®nding three genes in a four gene
window [p(3,4)] is simply

p(g,w) = wCg 3 (n ± w)C(r ± g)/nCr = {w!/[(w ± g)!g!]} 3
á(n ± w)!/{[(n ± w) ± (r ± g)]!(r ± g)!}ñ/{n!/[(n ± r)!r!]} 3
Equation 3 represents a hypergeometric distribution (18) and
states that the probability of observing a g,w cluster is the
number of combinations of g among w genes multiplied by the
number of combinations of (r ± g) among (n ± w) genes,
normalized for the total number of combinations of r among n
genes on the chromosome. This probability is independent of
the genomic location of the putative cluster.
Verifying the accuracy of the model
We veri®ed the accuracy of the derived hypergeometric
distribution that describes cluster probability by comparing
the value calculated from equation 3 to the observed frequency
of clusters in a randomly generated data set (Fig. 2). Since the
variance in the average number of g,w clusters observed in
different sized randomly generated data sets reached a plateau
for data sets larger than ~1000 chromosomes (see Fig. 2A), we
determined the frequency of appearance of g,w clusters in a
dataset composed of random distributions of r genes on each
of 105 chromosomes, where error due to random variability is
expected to be negligible (Fig. 2A). There was little difference
between the calculated probability and the observed frequency
of gene clusters (normalized sum of the squares of the
differences » 10±7) in a random data set (see Fig. 2B), which
demonstrated that equation 3 could be applied to accurately
calculate the probability and hence signi®cance of gene
clusters in genomic microarray data sets.
Implementing the model in a computer program
To allow the determination of the statistical signi®cance of
physical gene clusters in microarray data sets, we implemented the hypergeometric distribution represented by equation 3 in a computer program titled Pyxis. The program was
developed in the Java programming language and a web
interface created in the Java Server Page framework. The ¯ow
of the program logic in Pyxis is summarized in Figure 3.
Brie¯y, a list of ORF names, either entered individually or as a
text ®le, is provided by the user. Pyxis queries the appropriate
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this relation is only true in the special case where g = r. This is
readily demonstrated by considering the probability of ®nding
exactly two genes in a three gene window. A visual inspection
of Figure 1A shows that 2,3 clusters occurred six times
(P = 0.6) in the ®rst setting of the window and not three times
(P = 0.3), as suggested by equation 2. This is due to the
duplicated presence of each possible combination of two
genes in a three gene window, brought about by the
combinations of the remaining genes (r ± g) outside the
window (see Fig. 1A). To incorporate the contribution of
the genes outside the window, the number of combinations of g
genes in a w gene window is multiplied by the number of
combinations of the genes outside the window, given by
(n ± w)C(r ± g). Therefore, in the general case, the number of
occurrences of g genes in a w gene window on a chromosome
where r genes from a total of n genes are randomly distributed
is given by wCg 3 (n ± w)C(r ± g). The probability p(g,w) is
®nally given by
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Figure 2. The accuracy of the hypergeometric distribution to calculate the
probability of physical clustering. (A) The dependence of the variance in
cluster frequency on the size of the randomly generated population. The
variance in the occurrence of clusters of de®ned size (y-axis) is shown as a
function of the number of random distributions of 15 objects among 50
settings (x-axis). (B) The probability of the occurrence of a cluster calculated with the hypergeometric distribution is indistinguishable from the
frequency observed in randomly generated in silico data. The frequency of
occurrence of clusters that contained the indicated number of objects within
a 10 setting wide window was calculated using equation 3 or determined in
a population of 105 randomly generated distributions of 15 objects among
50 settings. The calculated (circles) and determined (squares) probabilities
are shown (y-axis) as a function of the number of objects in the cluster
window (x-axis).

SQL format database selected by the user and retrieves
information on the chromosomal location of each of the
entered ORFs. Putative genes clusters are identi®ed by
locating groups of genes on each chromosome that are within
the maximum number of ORFs stipulated by the user. In this
study we have used a maximum setting of ®ve, which is
appropriate in the general case. The statistical signi®cance of
each putative cluster is calculated and clusters that fall within
the signi®cance range selected by the user are displayed
graphically at their chromosomal positions. The user can also
select to save a text ®le that lists all putative clusters and the
statistical signi®cance and ORFs that formed each. Pyxis is
freely accessible at http://www.bioinformatics.uct.ac.za/pyxis.
It was previously shown that clusters of co-regulated genes
were present in several genomes, including in the S.cerevisiae,
C.elegans, Drosophila and human genomes (1,3,4,15). Church

and colleagues suggested that the frequency with which
adjacent genes were co-regulated in S.cerevisiae suggested
that an upstream regulatory element present in the promoter of
one gene may in¯uence the expression of adjacent genes due
to the open chromatin structure of the region (1). Accessibility
was similarly suggested by Cohen and co-workers as the
reason for the observed clustering of up-regulated genes in
senescent human mammary epithelial cells (5). To investigate
this possibility, we used Pyxis to analyze physical clustering in
the transcription pro®les of S.cerevisiae mutants lacking
proteins previously implicated in chromatin structure. It was
expected that the absence of a protein complex that was
involved in either the formation of heterochromatic structures
or alleviating the repressive effect of chromatin was likely to
cause a similar transcriptional response in a domain of genes.
Although SWI/SNF is the canonical ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling activity (19), the Winston laboratory have
previously shown that there was no correlation between
transcriptional response and promoter distance in a
S.cerevisiae strain that lacked Snf2p, the catalytic subunit of
SWI/SNF (20). This result suggested that SWI/SNF acted at
the level of single genes and was not involved in the
remodeling of extended domains of chromatin (20). For this
reason, we chose to investigate physical gene clustering in
Tup1p and Sir2/3/4p mutant strains, where these proteins have
previously been shown to be involved in the formation of
extensive heterochromatic regions (21,22). Since it was a
concern that some genes may be co-regulated due to
evolutionary recent duplication, we removed all ORFs in
homologous pairs or groups in a cluster with BLAST E values
< 10±10 before calculating the statistical signi®cance of all
clusters reported in this study (17).
Tup1p in¯uences the expression of extended gene
domains
Genes with expression levels that increased at least 2-fold in
the absence of Tup1p in comparison with the wild-type yeast
strain, and were therefore co-regulated with respect to the
absence of Tup1p, were selected from a database (23). An
analysis of the distribution of co-regulated gene clusters in a
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Figure 3. Summary of the program logic of Pyxis. The ovals represent user
selections or data supplied by the user, the rectangles show the main groups
of programmatic actions, and the rounded rectangle represents the generated
result.
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heterochromatin or indirectly, by changing the expression of a
structural or regulatory component of telomeric chromatin.

S.cerevisiae strain lacking the general transcriptional repressor Tup1p showed clear evidence of statistically signi®cant
(P < 0.001) groups of adjacent genes in the genome that
displayed a regulatory dependence on Tup1p (Fig. 4). There
was also evidence of extensive regions, ranging from 1 kb
containing two adjacent genes to 13 kb containing six adjacent
genes, which appeared to share a common regulatory
mechanism. The constituent genes in one such cluster on
chromosome 10, for which a genomic map is shown (Fig. 5),
did not exhibit signi®cant sequence homology and an analysis
of the promoter regions of these genes did not reveal any
common sequence motifs or regulatory sites. This result
suggested that Tup1p was involved in the establishment of
extended regulatory domains and may indicate a processive
association and contribution to repressive chromatin structures, as was shown for mini-chromosomes containing the
STE6 gene in MATa yeast cells (22). The appearance of
clusters of transcribed genes that exactly matched genomic
regions where chromatin was previously shown to contribute
to gene silencing in extended domains, such as at the HMRa
locus in the sir4± strain (Fig. 4), provides strong support to the
idea that the clusters represented extended regions where
altered chromatin structure allowed gene expression. In
addition, few signi®cant clusters were observed in mutant
strains lacking the ANP1 and CUP5 genes that encoded an
endoplasmic reticulum protein and a vacuolar ATPase,
respectively, proteins that were unlikely to in¯uence
chromatin structure directly (data not shown).
Some individual genes, such as BAR1 and MFA1, that were
previously shown to be repressed in a Tup1p-dependent
manner, and where clear extended nucleosomal arrays were
mapped on the repressed genes in vivo (22), did not appear in
clustered groups (Fig. 4). This result suggested that the
expansion of Tup1p-directed heterochromatic structures were
ef®ciently terminated at some genomic loci.

We next investigated whether genes that were markedly upregulated in the absence of the Sir proteins appeared in
physical groupings in the genome. It was previously shown
that transcriptional repression of telomeric genes and repression of recombination at the rRNA locus, as well as silencing
of the heterothallic mating-type loci, were dependent on the
Sir proteins (24). An analysis of the distribution of genes that
were induced at least 2-fold in the absence of Sir2p, Sir3p or
Sir4p revealed several statistically signi®cant (P < 0.001)
groupings of genes (Fig. 4). A cursory examination of the
genomic distribution of these clusters showed that clusters
frequently appeared at similar locations on chromosomes,
particularly in the sir2± and the sir3± strains (Fig. 4). We
therefore asked which genes were commonly induced in the
absence of the Sir proteins. The results, shown in Figure 6,
revealed that a total of 352 common genes were induced by at
least 2-fold in the absence of Sir2p or Sir3p. This represented
71% of the genes repressed by Sir2p and 65% of the genes
repressed by Sir3p and was a signi®cantly larger pool of
common genes than that shared by Sir2p and Sir4p or by Sir3p
and Sir4p (see Fig. 6). This was not unexpected, since Sir2p is
a NAD-dependent histone deacetylase speci®c for K9 and K14
of histone H3 and K16 of histone H4 (25). The C-terminal tail
of Sir3p interacted preferentially with the hypoacetylated
N-terminal tail of histone H4 (26). The dependence of Sir3p
histone binding on Sir2p activity therefore suggested a
functional co-dependency, as was indeed observed (Figs 4
and 6). The gene clusters observed at identical positions in the
chromosomes of the sir2± and sir3± strains probably re¯ected
this functional dependency.

Tup1p is involved in the regulation of telomere-proximal
genes

Extensive Sir-dependent gene domains are present at
locations other than the silent mating-type loci and the
telomeres

A visual inspection of the distribution of the statistically
signi®cant gene clusters (P < 0.001) showed that the clusters
often appeared close to the telomeric ends of the chromosomes
(see Fig. 4). We determined the frequency of appearance of
genes clusters within a 20 kb region at the ends of chromosomes and compared that to the frequency expected from a
random distribution of gene clusters. The result suggested that
genes that were co-regulated in the absence of Tup1p appeared
more often in proximity to telomeres than expected for a
random distribution (Table 1). This was most clearly seen for
chromosome 10, where the likelihood that a random distribution resulted in the observed telomeric location of the two
gene clusters was <1%. Assuming that the distribution of
clusters on each chromosome was an independent event, the
probability of the distribution seen on all chromosomes can be
calculated from the product of the individual probabilities
shown in Table 1, and is <10±11. This clearly demonstrated the
signi®cance of the telomeric enrichment observed for clusters
on all the chromosomes and suggested that Tup1p was
involved in the regulation of transcription in extended
telomeric gene loci. This involvement can occur either by a
direct participation as a structural component of telomeric

The gene clusters in the genomes of sir2±, sir3± or sir4± yeast
strains were often located at positions close to the telomeric
ends (Fig. 4), in agreement with the established role of the Sir
proteins in telomeric silencing. However, there were also
several examples of internal locations of gene groupings. In
some instances the gene clusters were very extensive (Fig. 4),
in one case spanning ~28 kb from YMR168C to YMR182C on
chromosomes XIII of the sir2± strain. This cluster did not
contain any genes of related sequence, demonstrating the
presence of extended gene domains that exhibited a regulatory
dependence on one or more of the members of the Sir protein
family. Genes that fell within this cluster were functionally
diverse and encoded proteins that participated in processes
ranging from centromere binding (YMR168C/CEP3) to
cytoplasmic polyamine degradation (YMR169C/ALD3). This
result suggested that the regulation of gene expression by the
Sir proteins was not limited to simple functional classes, such
as the silent mating type loci or the rRNA gene repeat, but
included gene groupings without an obvious functional
commonality. This result also suggested that Sir-dependent
heterochromatic regions were present at previously
unidenti®ed loci on the chromosomes of S.cerevisiae.

Common clusters of genes are repressed by Sir2p and
Sir3p
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Figure 4. Physical clusters of genes in the genome of S.cerevisiae in the absence of Tup1p, Sir2p, Sir3p or Sir4p. The positions of genes that were induced
by at least 2-fold in a tup1±, sir2±, sir3± or a sir4± strain compared to the wild-type strain are shown for each of the 16 chromosomes. Gene clusters, composed
of genes within ®ve ORFs of its closest neighbor and where the probability of a similar grouping arising randomly was <0.1%, are identi®ed by rectangles.
Homologous gene pairs or groups were removed from clusters before calculation of the cluster signi®cance. The positions of the MFA1 and BAR1 genes, the
HMLa and HMRa heterothallic loci and the MAT locus are indicated. The 28 kb gene cluster on chromosome XIII in the sir2± strain is indicated by the
asterisk. The microarray data for the tup1± strain was obtained from the Brown study (23) and the sir2±, sir3± and sir4± data from the Young study (39).
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Figure 5. ORF map of a statistically signi®cant (P < 0.001) cluster composed of directly adjacent ORFs that were induced by at least 2-fold in a
tup1± S.cerevisiae strain. The analysis was performed on the data from the
Brown study (23). The black arrows represent ORFs with the direction of
transcription indicated. The length and spacing of ORFs are shown to scale.
The random probability for the appearance of the cluster is indicated.

Chromosome

No. of clusters
Total

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0
1
0
2
1
0
1
0
0
2
1
1
0
1
2
1

Telomeric

Random probability
for telomeric

1

0.08

1
1

0.08
0.11

1

0.07

2
1
0

0.009
0.08

1
2
0

0.08
0.01

The probability that a random distribution of the identi®ed gene clusters
would result in the partitioning observed in the tup1± strain was calculated
from the fraction of the total number of positions where a cluster would
overlap with the terminal 20 kb of a chromosome, as described in Materials
and Methods.

The repressive effects of Sir4p extends beyond the E and
I elements of HMRa
The involvement of Sir2p, Sir3p and Sir4p in initiating and
maintaining a silenced state of the silent mating type loci on
chromosome III is well established (27). The appearance of
the genes located at the transcriptionally active MAT locus in a
Sir-dependent cluster (Fig. 4) was likely due to an increase in
the HMLa1 and HMLa2 mRNA and corresponding microarray probe, following derepression of the HMLa locus in the
absence of the Sir proteins in the MATa yeast strain. Removal
of the HMLa and MATa genes from the microarray data set
used in the physical clustering analysis resulted in the
disappearance of gene clusters at the HMLa and at the
MATa loci. This result suggested, as expected, that the Sir
proteins were not involved in extended repressive structures at
the active MAT locus. The cross-hybridization of the MATa
and HMLa genes precluded an analysis of the HMLa locus.
However, a statistically signi®cant gene cluster was present in
the absence of Sir4p at the HMRa locus (Fig. 4). The
cluster, spanning 29 kb, included regions of ~19 kb on the

centromere-proximal and 9 kb on the telomere-proximal sides,
beyond the silenced locus demarcated by the E and I boundary
elements of the HMRa locus. These extended regions that
displayed a Sir4p regulatory dependence included the KIN82
and CDC39 genes (centromere-proximal) and the GIT1,
YCR100C and YCR101C genes (telomere-proximal). It was
recently shown that the histone H2A.Z isotype was an
antagonist to Sir2p-mediated repression in yeast (28) and
in¯uenced the expression of genes in a group that extended in
both the centromere- and telomere-proximal directions from
the HMRa locus. This Sir2p-dependent grouping overlapped
with the Sir4p-dependent cluster identi®ed above (see Fig. 4)
and con®rmed that the repressive effects of the HMRa silent
mating type locus extended beyond the boundary E and I
elements.
DISCUSSION
In this study we have developed a relation from ®rst principles
that described the statistical signi®cance of physical gene
clustering in a genome. We have implemented this relation in
a computer program that allowed the easy identi®cation of
statistically signi®cant clusters of genes in a data set of
speci®ed ORF names. We have applied this program to
publicly available microarray data sets and have demonstrated
its utility in identifying new domains of co-regulated genes.
The use of a hypergeometric distribution
In most published studies on the physical grouping of genes,
one of two approaches was used to determine the statistical
signi®cance of putative physical gene clusters. The ®rst
involved calculating the frequency with which an observed
cluster appeared in a randomly generated data set composed of
the same number of genes as the experimental data set (3±5).
The second approach made use of a binomial distribution
(1,15).
There are several different distributions that can be used to
estimate the likelihood of a certain number of events occurring
within a Bernoulli trial. These distributions have different
properties and although the limits of each approach are
mathematically rigorous, the suitability of its application to
biology is subtle. Where a small number of probability trials
are carried out, such as selecting a ball from a bag that
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Table 1. Statistical signi®cance of the observed telomeric versus nontelomeric distribution of gene clusters in the tup1± strain

Figure 6. Genes that are regulated in common by the Sir proteins. Genes
that were up-regulated by 2-fold or more in the sir2±, sir3± or sir4± strain
(39) were identi®ed and common genes in each data set pair selected from
the SQL database. The number of genes that displayed a regulatory
dependence on one or more of the Sir proteins is shown in the Venn
diagram.
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The applicability of a hypergeometric distribution to
real genes
The hypergeometric function used in Pyxis calculates the
probability of a distribution composed of a number of equiprobable events. This can be represented graphically by the
distribution of balls among several holes separated by a
constant distance on a wooden beam. This type of arrangement
is unlike the distribution of genes in a genome, where
individual genes are of variable length, adjacent pairs of
proximal promoters are spaced at variable distances and some
genes respond to distal enhancer elements. The question
therefore arises whether a simple statistical model that
described a pattern of equi-probable events was applicable
to the complex geometric arrangement of genes in the
genome. It may be envisioned, for instance, that two
divergently transcribed genes may respond to a distributed
regulatory effect and appear in a cluster, whereas two
convergently transcribed genes of identical length may place
their promoters beyond the range of the distributed effect and
not be part of the same cluster. It is stressed that Pyxis
calculates the statistical signi®cance of clusters based on gene
groupings identi®ed by independent criteria, such as a 2-fold
induction or repression. Pyxis does not provide any information on why adjacent genes were or were not included in a
cluster. The geometry of gene arrangements may have an
effect on the mechanism that was responsible for the coregulation of adjacent genes, but is irrelevant to the calculation
of the statistical signi®cance of any putative clusters.
The role of Tup1p in telomeric repression
Tup1p is a broad spectrum transcriptional repressor involved
in the regulated shutdown of the mating type, glucose- and
oxygen-responsive genes in yeast (29). This repression is
thought to occur by a combination of chromatin binding (30),
where Tup1p associated with the hypoacetylated N-terminal
tail of histone H3, forming specialized repressive chromatin
structures (22), and by interacting with Srb11p (31) and with
Srb7p (32), which formed part of the polymerase II
holoenzyme.
We have shown in this study that there is a statistically
signi®cant enrichment of clusters of Tup1p-repressible genes
at the telomeres, suggesting a role for Tup1p in telomeric
silencing. This involvement can be direct, with Tup1p acting
as a component of telomeric heterochromatin, or indirect,

where Tup1p, for instance, exerted an in¯uence on the level of
other telomere-associated proteins. Rap1p was shown to
associate with the telomere repeat sequence and recruited the
Sir2/3/4p proteins, allowing Sir3p and Sir4p to serially
propagate along the telomeric chromatin by binding to the
hypoacetylated N-terminal tails of histones H3 and H4 (26).
This association may render the histone tails unavailable for
interactions with other proteins, although the presence of two
copies of each core histone in the nucleosome represents two
possible binding sites that may allow simultaneous interaction
of a nucleosome with Tup1p and with the Sir proteins.
Alternatively, it is also possible that Tup1p was recruited to
the telomeric regions by associating with another protein. An
in vivo interaction between Tup1p and the RNA polymerase
II-associated elongation factor Cdc73p was, for instance,
reported and disruption of the CDC73 gene was shown to
result in telomeric deprepression (33), a result that potentially
places Tup1p at the telomeres. However, an in vitro interaction between Cdc73p and Tup1p has not been demonstrated
and it was pointed out that the in vivo interaction, determined
by dimerization of ubiquitin fusion fragments, could have
been due to independent localization of the two proteins to a
promoter region (33).
To consider a possible indirect effect, we looked at the
transcriptional response of genes in the tup1± strain (23) that
were also implicated in telomeric silencing in the gene
ontology database (34,35). Of the 33 genes that ®tted this
category, only the SET1 gene exhibited a signi®cant change
and was down-regulated by ~2-fold in the tup1± strain. We and
others have previously shown that Set1p was a histone H3
methyltransferase speci®c for lysine 4 (36,37). It was also
shown that the absence of Set1p resulted in telomeric
derepression (38). It is therefore possible that the Tup1pdependence of telomeric gene clusters were due to a decrease
in the Set1p level, the concomitant decrease in H3 K4
methylation and the resulting derepression of telomereproximal genes in the tup1± strain. However, we cannot
exclude alternative mechanisms with the data available to us.
Biological signi®cance of clusters
We have used the web-based program Pyxis to identify
numerous extended regions in the S.cerevisiae genome
containing genes that appeared to be co-regulated. In some
cases the co-regulation was due to a clear functional link that
had previously been identi®ed. Examples were also seen of coregulated genes without any clear functional relation, which
suggested the presence of an indiscriminate or relaxed
regulatory mechanism at some genomic locations. Recent
studies have suggested that the co-regulation of genes in large
regions may be due to localized changes in the chromatin
structure of the genomic region (1,3±5). Spellman and Rubin
proposed that such structural changes could be induced by the
transcriptional activity of a gene which caused the decondensation of chromatin in the surrounding areas, facilitating the
binding of transcriptional factors in the whole region (4).
Alternatively, it was suggested that a UAS-bound transcriptional activator could more easily contact distal promoters and
facilitate transcription of neighboring genes in an extended
region of decondensed chromatin (4). It is possible that the
recruitment of histone modi®cation enzymes such as methyltransferases and acetyltransferases to a promoter results in a
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contained ®ve red and ®ve white balls, the random selection of
a red ball diminished the subsequent probability of choosing
another red ball. To ensure that successive events in a
Bernoulli trial are independent, a ball must be replaced in the
bag following its random selection. A distribution that
described the probability p of an event in such a system is
referred to as a distribution `with replacement'. The
hypergeometric distribution is an example of a distribution
`with replacement'. Generally, for a large number of events
(n®`) the law of large numbers applies and the effect of a
single event (ni) on p is negligible (ni/n®p) (18). Therefore,
distributions `without replacement', such as the binomial
distribution, are more accurate for large n. For this reason, the
use of a hypergeometric distribution may be more accurate to
calculate statistical signi®cance in the relatively small data
sets often found in microarray analyses.
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